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used as working gas. Initial gas pressure
A3STRACT in working chamber with volume V -30 cm" is

changed over the range: P :(25 - 120) bar.
The present paper considers the arc in The resistance of discharge is of such

closed restricted volume at intermediate value that current I through the
rate o, current increasing. The results of discharge is determined, in general, by the
experimental investigations of helium parameters of external circuit and richs
discharges are presented. The calculations its maximum values 1 - (65 - 70) A4
of volt-ampere characteristics of arc have independent on a value m of P . The
performed. The comparison of the ignition of discharge is initiated°by means
theoretical and experimental data is of copper wire with mass M C 0.02 e.carried out. Therefore after its explosion there is

the sufficiently large ccncepratio; of
copper atoms N ~M /v - 6 10 c in

INTRODUCTION chamber. Cu C
u c

Practical interest in impulse arcs is
aroused in investigations in the field of The electrical scheme of measurements ave
high light sources, of developing fast the possibility to record relationships of
response current commutators and pulse current 1(t) in circuit, voltage U(t)
electric arc heaters. These various across discharge and pressure P(t) in
applications lead to investigations of disgharge chamber against time t. A
pulse arcs over the wide range of their Piezoelectrical indicator of pressure was
parameters, rate of current increasing mounted in the first of two holes in the
dl/dt being one of them. At dl/dt -10 A/s casing of discharge chamber at distance
the discharge is attended with strong L 2.5 cm from the chamber axis (in more
shock wave. Simultaneously the pressure P detailed-see ) The second hole of diameter
in discharge is considerably differensiated D =1 c which was stopped with acrylic
from external pressure in a chamber, but plastic or quartz insert, was used for
heat transfer is performed by means of spectral and potometeric measurements. In
radiant heat conduction. At -comparatively some experiments two probes were embedded
low values of dl/dt < 10 A/s, the in the same hole, these probes being used
amplitude of shock wave is not large, and to measure electric field intensity E in
pressure P in discharge agrees discharge and the5 complete near-electrode
approximately with pressure in a chamber in voltage drop Uel.
any moment. Heat removal out of the
discharge is determined by heat conduction Fig.1 shows volt-ampere characteristics of
of gas and by radiation coming from discharge and changing of excessive
discharge freely. As a rule. at theoretical pressure P (t)=P(t)-p during current
consideration of such kind of discharge it impulse at various helium initial
was assume gas volume to be sufficiently pressure values P . The curve of voltage
large, hence influence of chamber walls may U(t) across dis

2
harge is approximately

be neglected. The present paper considers identical at all values P . After explosion
the arc in closed restricted volume at of wire ( the small initial current pulse
intermediate velocity of current increasing corresponds to its this event ) voltage
dl / dt - 10 A/s. The results of dicreases rapidly which is caused by plasma
experimental investigations of helium heating and high velocity of increasig of
discharges at pulse current amplitude 4 - radius R of discharge channel. Further U
70 hA and pulse duration T ~ 10 m changes slowly and depends on current I
are given. The calculations of volt-ampere slightly. Only while I decreases rapidly in
characteristics of this arc have performed the end of current impulse, voltage curve
The comparison of the theoretical and U(t) begins to drop evidently along with
experimental data is carried out. current. The value U depends on conditions

of discharge ignition only within the
limits of 10'. The relationship between
voltage U across discharge and helium

EXPERIMENT initial pressure P lies in the same
limits. o

The general 5scheme of installation is
given in ref. The discharge 4was feeded by Pressure P(t) measured at 2.5 cm from the
capacitor bank with C =39 10 F ( initial discharge axis by indicator i.e. at 1 cm
voltage is U 5 10 V ) through 2 the from chamber wall, begins t increase incircuit with resistorR =1.23 :0 Ohm the same delay time T -(20 - 30) I1 -6
and inductance Lo=1.26 10  Gn. Helium is relative to the moment of0 wire explosion.

T is the same order value as the value of
time L of shock wave passage from the
discha ge center to a pressure indicatorSt <L /V s  25 10 s where V -sound velocity

*Phys. Tech. Inst.. Leningrad. at rom temperature. The scillations of
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of propagation and reflection of shock U.kV J.kA 7
waves, may be also observed on curve Pex.10 Pa
P (t). However, an amplitude of such 60  6
oscillation and pressure gradient in
discharge chamber, as possible, are not
large. The pressure after current impulse 40
passing is caused slowly by cooling gas
down for time 'duration T ~ 5 10 s > T. 0.5 U pex
Therefore a system "arc-gaE" may be assumed
to be thermal insulated. 2o 

2

Probe measurements show that electrical
field E in discharge is E ~ (150-200) V/cm.
sum of near-electrode voltage drops is U 0 40 60 0 100 120 0 -6
~ (100-200) V. el Fig.la , 10 s

7

Spectral measurements of radiation out of 10 Pa
discharge over wave length range from 6
X.=7000 A to X =2200 have been carried
out on the installation. It was received
that radiation is characterised by
continuous spectrum, and the lines of metal 

40
ex -- 

4

absorption, e.g. Cu, Na etc, may be 0. U
observed on a background of this spectrum.
In addition to resonant lines, absorption 20 -- 2
spectrum includes metal lines, the lower
level of them being exciting. The width of -/
absorption lines is of some Angstroms. Such
strong spreading is caused by collisions -

with atoms of main gas. Radiation Fig. lb 0 20 40 60 80 0 120 .t,10 s
continuous spectrum of discharge indicates
that radiation flow out of discharge is 7
closed to equilibrium flow of radiation U,kV J,kA Pex,10 Pa
J_(M). However, an estimation of
temperature T on the base of equilibrium 1 60 6
radiation gives a large error since J ()
at T > 2 eV depends on weakly over wave
range X > 4000 §; for this range there pex --
exists reference source suitable for
impulse measurements. 0. \

Relation of arc light front position 20 -, 2
relatively discharge arc against time is /
plotted by solid line on fig.3. This
relation is obtained by means of fast
photo-recorder at chamber initial pressure -

P = 81 bar. Fig. 3 shows that during time Fig. c 0 20 
6  10 120 t. 10 S

t ~ 15 10 s the arc occupies almost the
whole hole of chamber. Further during the
process of discharge, an arc diameter Fig.l. Volt-ampere characteristics of
remains larger than hole diameter D=1 ca. discharge and relationship of excess
The average velocitM 6 of light front moving pressure P = P - P against time t.
for the first 15 10 s is of value V = L = 3 cm. I = 70 A, T=1.2 10-4D/2t ~ 330 m/s. Velocity V considerably c m
lower than sound velocity V at room a)P =37ar; b)P =81bar;c)P =107 bar.
temperature. Sold lines-experimental data,

dashed lines-calculated ones.

TEORETICAL QODEL
absorbed by discharge chamber walls and

Carring out theoretical analysis we shall doesn't take part in the process of gas
use the following approach. We shall heating for time ~ T.
consider the discharge channel expansion
as moving of temperature wave front and If a velocity V of heat front is
shall assumed that high-ionized opticlly considerably lower than sound velocity V
dense homogeneous plasma is situated behind in gas (V <<V ) and radius R of discharg
a wave front. It is also assumed that chamber is not large (R F V T) pressure
discharge column as a whole is 4 cooled by gradient appearing in chamber Is small and
energy of radiation W r rT from a it may be believed that P(r,t)=P(t).
discharge. The part 7(T) of energy W (T)
which is capable to ionize and to exEite Neglecting space gradients of plasma
atoms of surrounding gas, is absorbed in parameters and of cold gas, a set of
immediate vicinity to discharge boundary. equations for cylindrically symmetrical
In the range of absorption a surrounding discharge in closed volume is written as
gas is heated up to plasma temperature T. follows:
Over this range the main part of gas is
displaced out of volume occupied earlier d(pVc)/dL+PdV/dt=a 2 V-(1-n))W S (1)
that leads to density and gas pressure off r
discharge be increased. The other part of
radiation passing through a gas freely, is hd(pV)/dt=iW S (2)

2
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P(V -Y)Yrp yY 3) discharge. At m < m , two time intervals
c o 

c  
may be determiRed (see fig.2). During the

I 
2  

fist interval which is lower compared to T.
I=nR aE (4) a sharp decresing of electrical field E(t)

2
he 1/2 and voltage I t) is occuring. During the

Where V =nRL and S =2(nVL ) -volume and second interval E(t) and U(t) are changing
square of literal surface of discharge smoothly and with little decreasing.
with length L and radius R(t); p. c and
h=E+P/p - density, internal energy andh P denity. internal energy and A parameter m depends on conditions ofenthalpy of plasma developed in discharge discharge ignitioR and should be determined
due to ionization of helium and copper. on the base of experiment. Fig. 2 presents
Y=5/3. o-electric conduction of plasma. the calculated relationships of electrical

field E in discharge against dimensionless
Equation (1) is the law of conservation of value of time r = l/T for helium initial

energy for an expanding column of pressure P 81 bar and also experimental
discharge. Equation (2) is a generalization values E(O determined without inclusion
of an usual condition of contiguity of
energy flow on surface of breakup during
conditions when surface of breakup moves
with velocity V << V and heat release due
to absorption of radiation occurs in
surface layer. In this case it is assumed E/E c
that plasma is of thermodynamic equlibrium
at temperature T behind a front of heat
wave, temperature T being considerably
higher than temperature T of cold gas. As
T T and pressure P(t) is approximately 100
constint over the chamber space, that the
main mass of gas concentrates out of arc. I
Thus, a surrounding arc gas may be
described by equation of adiabatic
compression (3). In the considerable
examples an arc current I is determined by 10
external curcuit and may be described as
=I sin(nt/r). Ohm's law (4) is used for
determination of electric field E in
discharge. S

Besides helium atom1 9  3copper atoms with
concentration N ~10 cm are available
after wire exlosion in a discharge
chamber. Cros section a of ionization of
copper atoms by radiatiRn beyond the
ionization threshold(/ u > 7 = 7.72 eV)
is of value .ion 10 mn . Therefore a
length of free path tr of radiation -2 -1 S
quantums with energy hp > Iu is small 1 1
( 1 =1/( onN ) < R ) and radiation is
absorbed i narrow layer near a boundary
of discharge column. In this case n(T) is Fig.2. The calculated relationships of
written as: electric field in discharge agaigst

time t.P =81bar.L =3 ca.T=1.2 10 s.
a o c

S-m=70,A. E I L /o(T )V 1) m /m a
)7(T)=( 1/T ) *.(.dc mc C c " cr=/T 

4
) J ()d. 10 -, 2) o/mc=lO-, 3) no/mc= 101

Cu

of near-electrode voltage drops durig
RESULTS AQ. DISCUSSION initial stage6 of discharge at tL=1 10 s

and L2 =7 10 s are plotted on the same fig
Solving equations(1)-(4), approximations of (also see fig.lb, time t is reckoned from
thermodymanical functions in the adequate the beginning of current sinusoidal pulse).
interval of temperatures and pressures These values are closed to curve calculated
were used. Equations (1) - (4) were reduced at m /m < 10 . Therefore, in future3 (seeto set of two differential equations in fig.3) it is assumed that m /m <10 and
respect to temmperature T and volume V. It sufficiently large values of0  time have
is proved that differential equations for been considered ( a > s - 3 10- ) when
T(t) and V(t) may be solved with zero calculated parameters of rdischage doesn't
initial conditions T(0)=0 and V(0)=0 which depend on a . At another values P
express that T(0) and V(0) are small in calculated relationships of plasm2
comparison to values of Tc and V typical parameters against time are also plotted in
of developed discharge. In this cise point that are a where they do not already depend
t=0 is the singular one. To separate out on n .
the single-valued solution it is necessary
to admit an additional initial condition. The calculated relationships of radius
This additional condition may consist in R(t) of discharge channel and temperature
the definition of finit initial mass m = T(t) of plasma at P = 81 bar are plotted on
m(0) forming in discharge after wiPe fig.3 with dashed o lines. The average
explosion It is evidently that m << m where velocity V of _rc channel expansion for the
m - mass of gas inherent for developed fist 15 10 s determined on calculated
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T,eV Let us evaluate temperature drop along
radius of discharge. Having supposed that

Rcm heat release from internal area of
T discharge is balanced with heat 8 removal

only due to radiation conduction and x
not depend on T. we obtain that

S.- .. --- -- -/n 1/4
ST( 0 )/T(R)[ 1+3( I-7)mrR/8]

2 where T(0) and T(R) are temperatures on
axis and on periphery of discharge
correspondingly. Hence, at u R = 10 and
n= 1/2 we have T(O)/T(R) 2 '1.3. i.e.
radius nonuniformity according to
temperature is not large comparatively.

_ - - -- - -- The inclusion of heat expenditure in
S- volume for increasing of gas internal

/ energy strengthens this conclusion.

/ The significant assumption of the theory
Sc=nsists of narrowness of heat wave front

6r compared to discharge radius R. In our
-6 conditions thickness of temperature wave

t, 10 S front is associated mainly with the finite
length L of free parth of radiation

20 40 60 80 100 120 absorbed on the discharge boundary and
with inclusion of gas heat conduction X on

Fig.3. Relationships of radius R of arc and temperature wave front. The latter leads to
temperature T of plasma in discharge thickness2 of front by the value 6r ~
against time t. P 81 bar, L =3 cm, [ T/QO] (see e.g. ) where 0- density of

S-4 
c  

heat release for our case 0 ~ ( oE'+
I =70kA. T= 1.2 10 s. Solid line (1- )W )/L . Value 6r obtaining in this
e perimental curve R(t), dashed case, rdos't exceed I by the order.
lines - calulated ones. Therefore the resulting thickness of

temperature wave front is small compared to
radius R. The main limitation of thel heory

relationship R(t) is of value V = 400 mis. is the value dl/dt. At dl/dt ~ 10 A/s
Although this value is just Thigher the pressure in chamber becomes nonuniformity,
experimental value Y = 330 m/s ( see solid and for discription of discharge it is
line on fig.3) it lies in the limits of necessary to use the corresponding set of
errors of calculations and measurements. equations of plasma dynamics.
Temperature T(t) in discharge is
practically constant, i.e. T ~ 2.4 oV.
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